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Book Chapters

A Dialogue About Disability Praxis Between a Deaf Law Professor and a Hearing Education Professor (with Brent C. Elder) in INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON TEACHING WITH DISABILITY (2018).

Awareness-Building in the Profession, in LAWYERS, LEAD ON: LAWYERS WITH DISABILITIES SHARE THEIR INSIGHTS (Carrie G. Basas, Rebecca S. Willford & Stephanie L. Enyart eds., 2011).

The Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act: A Summary and an Argument for Going Beyond the Law, in BEYOND COMPLIANCE: AN INFORMATION PACKAGE ON THE INCLUSION OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION (Steven Taylor et al. eds., 2003).

To CART or Not To CART...? A Brief for Stenographic Transcription (with Steven Taylor), in BEYOND COMPLIANCE: AN INFORMATION PACKAGE ON THE INCLUSION OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION (Steven Taylor, et. al. eds., 2003).


Law Review and Other Scholarly Articles


Health Care under the ADA: A Vision or a Mirage? (with Nancy R. Mudrick), 3 DISABILITY & HEALTH J. 233 (2010).
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Book Reviews